CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR PURCHASE OF THE BLACK MAGIC HVLP TANNING SYSTEM

This booklet contains step by step instructions to get you familiar with your new equipment and give you a good foundation for learning the art of spray tanning.

EQUIPMENT CHECK

Depending on which product you have purchased your spray tan system includes the following basic components:

1. Black Magic HVLP Turbine System
2. Coiled hose
3. Spray gun with pot
4. Instruction Booklet

*Please read these instructions thoroughly.*

“If it’s your first experience with Black Magic you will love the colour and so will your skin. Thousands of people now regard Black Magic as simply the best colour choice on the market.”
GETTING STARTED

EQUIPMENT SETUP

1. Unscrew the pot from the top of the spray gun ensure that the white seal and white tube is firmly fixed in place.
   - Pour approx 200mls of water into the pot and tighten the lid firmly.
   - Place the gun on the bench,

2. Attach the hose to the front of the machine, the hose will have 2 small pins on the end that it requires to be placed in the front of the machine, push the hose in and turn the hose this will lock it on.

3. Attach the other end of the hose to the gun;
   - BMT550 series push the hose into the back of the adaptor which sits in the back of the spray gun.

4. Plug the machine into the power socket, if an extension lead is required ensures it is no longer than 10 meters.
   - Turn the BMT550 on by pressing PWR.
   - Press SPEED button to the recommended MEDIUM setting

   Now that your equipment is setup you are now ready to start checking the flow and amount of solution released from your spray gun.

FLOW SETUP

Practicing on a large piece of cardboard is an ideal method to check the flow of solution. You want to be spray tanning with a light even mist.

- To adjust the flow of solution, start by turning the silver nozzle located at the back of the spray gun clockwise until it can go no further. This will turn the airflow off.
- Now very slowly turn the silver nozzle anti-clockwise until the spray gun is releasing a light even mist onto the skin.
- Now you have adjusted the spray gun so it delivers an even light mist you can start to spray tan.
- For beginners we recommend you practice using our training solution* until such time as you feel confident to practice on friends or colleagues.

*Our DHA free training solution has been developed to help in teaching the art of spray tanning. It behaves the same and contains all the wonderful nutrients found in our tanning products minus the DHA - so it completely washes off!
DEVELOPING YOUR SPRAY TANNING TECHNIQUE

The following is our tried and proven method we use to achieve an even and professional spray tan, please enjoy.

a. When you are ready place a towel on the floor of the spray booth. The towel will absorb any over spray that may stain the soles of your clients feet.

b. Starting at the back ask your client to stand with feet slightly apart. Arms should be placed in a praying position with the tips of the fingers touching the bottom of their chin. This posture opens up the back smoothing out any wrinkles in the skin.

c. Start from just above the top left hand shoulder holding the spray gun approx 30cm away from the body move down to the waist in one steady motion. *Repeat this action across the back until the back is complete.*

d. Now move down to the back of the legs, have your client place their legs apart with feet in a pigeon toe position to open up the back of the knees. Hold the gun 30cm away from their body and spray from the waist to the back of the knee in one steady motion. *Repeat until both legs have been sprayed.*

e. Now move down to the lower part of the legs. Holding the gun 30cm away from client, spray from back of the knee to the ankle in one steady motion. *Repeat across both legs.*

f. Ask your client to now stand side on and raise their arm straight up in the air, spray from the underarm to the waist, spraying in one steady motion. *Repeat this motion until whole side is complete.*

g. Move down to the side of the leg, bend your legs and keep a straight back, spray from the waist to the side of the knee in one steady motion. *Repeat until side of leg is completed.*

h. Now move down to the lower part of the leg. spray from side of the knee to the ankle in one steady motion. *Repeat until side of leg is completed.*

i. Now ask the client to hold their arm straight down by their side, holding the gun 30cm away from client, in one steady motion spray from the top of the shoulder to the wrist. *Repeat this motion until top of arm is complete.*

j. Bending the arm and facing the palm to the ground, spray in one motion, from torso to the elbow. Then spray in one motion, from elbow to wrist.

k. Straighten out the arm (inside of arm facing you), spray from armpit to wrist in one motion. *Repeat until arm is totally complete.*
Once you have completed both sides of the body, including both arms, have your client face you. The client's hand need to be sprayed very lightly on the back of the hand only.

Now with the client facing you, ask them to stand with legs slightly apart and arms straight up in the air, starting from under the breast, move down to their waist in one steady motion. *Repeat this motion across the stomach until the stomach is complete.*

Now move down to the front of the legs, bend your legs and keep a straight back, spray from the waist to the knee in one steady motion. *Repeat this motion until both legs are complete.*

Now move down to the lower part of the legs. Spray from the knee to the ankle in one steady motion. *Repeat this motion across both legs.*

Next ask the client to turn their leg so the inside of the leg is displayed ensuring the soles of the feet are kept firmly on the ground. *Complete for both legs.*

Finish with a light spray on the top of the feet using a light X motion but remember not to spray too much you don’t want the feet to be too brown.

Now ask your client to hold out arms to the side so you can spray the chest. Spray from the top of the shoulder to under the bust. Holding the gun 30cm away from client, spray in one steady motion. *Repeat this motion across the chest.*

Do not spray any higher than the collar bone.

Ask client to look straight up and spray a light X across the neck. You do not want to put too much solution on the neck.

To spray the face, ask the client to look directly at you, (this is so they are not still looking up) now take a deep breath keeping their face relaxed, close their eyes and spray their face three times. Once down the front and down both sides.

*Now tanning is complete!!
Switch Off, Unplug machine and Store.*
TROUBLESHOOTING & TIPS

DO NOT LEAVE MACHINE IN THE POWER POINT REMOVE AFTER USE TO ENSURE LONGER LIFE.

MACHINE TROUBLE SHOOTING

If your machine does not turn on
Check Power supply has not been dislodged and machine is not sitting on plastic or fabric which can block the air vent (located underneath the machine). If unsure please contact the office for further assistance.

My Gun does not spray
Check the white tube is firmly fixed into the top of the lid of the spray gun to increase airflow turn the silver screw anti-clockwise slowly until light even mist achieved, to decrease airflow turn silver screw clockwise

TANNING TROUBLE SHOOTING

The Tan is coming out blotchy -
You have the machine at too low a speed, turn the machine up higher by pressing the speed button.

The Tan is running off when it is applied
You have the gun turned up too far, turn the silver control dial at the rear of the gun clockwise to turn the gun down. You want a fine mist to be sprayed out.

I sprayed too much tanning solution in one area - Simply dab with a dry cloth, do Not Wipe or Rub.

My Hands have tanning product on them - Clean hands immediately after tanning in warm water, if being spray tanned applying moisturiser to hands will act as a barrier.

IMPORTANT NOTE

If you are not spraying in a temperature controlled environment please ensure:

*During the summer heat clients dry off using a fan to avoid exposure to excessive heat and subsequent perspiration.*

*The HEAT button should only be used to dry clients during the cooler months not to be used whilst spraying.*
This product has been manufactured to the highest quality standards and warranted to the original purchaser and can not be transferred.

This item is guaranteed to be free from any defects in workmanship and parts for a period of twelve months from the date of purchase. Defects that occur within this warranty period under normal use ensuring a cleaning maintenance program has been adhered to will be repaired or replaced at our discretion, solely at our option with no charge for parts and labour. The benefits conferred in this warranty are in addition to all rights and remedies in respect of the product that the consumer has under the Trades Practices Act and similar state and territory laws.

Please ensure that when returning goods they are packed sufficiently for return back to Black Magic and a note which documents the issue. The product will be at owners risk whilst in transit to or from the Black Magic Service Centre. The owner is responsible for the cost of returning the goods. Should the goods be in working order a fee might be charged to the owner.

**EXTENT OF WARRANTY**

This warranty is limited to defects in workmanship or parts. All defective parts will be replaced or repaired. This warranty does not cover perishable parts in the spray gun such as rubber seals. Spray guns are not covered under warranty if products other than the Black Magic Tanning Solution are used. This warranty does not cover normal wear and tear or excessive work.

**EXCLUSIONS**

This warranty does not cover: Any defect caused by accident, misuse, abuse, improper use, lack of reasonable care, unauthorised modification, loss of parts. Any product that has been damaged due to lightening Strike or power surge.

**INTERNATIONAL PURCHASE**

Black Magic will only be responsible for returning a faulty machine to an address within Australia, for purchases made outside of Australian waters any returned goods will be at the expense of the purchaser, goods under warranty returned to the purchaser will also be at the expense of the purchaser, repaired items will not be sent until postal fees have been paid to Black Magic.

Returns are to be sent to Black Magic Customer Service Centre, 14/35 Foundry RD Seven Hills NSW 2147.

For all enquiries or technical difficulties contact BLACK MAGIC direct

**FREE CALL 1800 469 006**